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Abstract
The operation of complex environmental systems usually accounts for mul-
tiple, conflicting objectives, whose presence imposes to explicitly consider
the preference structure of the parties involved. Multi-Objective Markov
Decision Processes are a useful mathematical framework for the resolution
of such sequential, decision-making problems. However, the computational
requirements of the available optimization techniques limit their application
to problems involving few objectives. In real-world applications it is there-
fore common practice to select few, representative objectives with respect
to which the problem is solved. This paper proposes a dimensionality re-
duction approach, based on the Non-negative Principal Component Analysis
(NPCA), to aggregate the original objectives into a reduced number of prin-
cipal components, with respect to which the optimization problem is solved.
The approach is evaluated on the daily operation of a multi-purpose water
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reservoir (Tono Dam, Japan) with 10 operating objectives, and compared
against a 5-objectives formulation of the same problem. Results show that
the NPCA-based approach provides a better representation of the Pareto
front, especially in terms of consistency and solution diversity.
Keywords: Many-objective Optimization, Markov Decision Processes,
Non-negative Principal Component Analysis, Visual analytics, Water
Resources Management
1. Introduction1
Contemporary environmental decision-making problems are often framed2
in heterogeneous socio-economic and ecologic contexts that involve multi-3
ple, conflicting and non-commensurable objectives. In such multi-objective4
contexts, the traditional concept of optimality is replaced by that of Pareto5
efficiency, which imposes the need to explicitly consider the preference struc-6
ture of the parties involved (Zagonari and Rossi, 2013). When the number of7
objectives is equal or larger than four units, the problems are considered to8
take a many-objective nature, in contrast to multi-objective problems having9
three or less objectives (Farina and Amato, 2002; Fleming et al., 2005). For10
example, the design of an operating policy for a water reservoir with wa-11
ter quantity objectives (e.g. hydropower production and irrigation supply)12
requires considering few objectives only, but accounting for in-reservoir and13
downstream water quality targets can easily increase the number of operat-14
ing objectives to ten or more units (Chaves and Kojiri, 2007).15
16
Multi-objective Markov Decision Processes (MOMDPs) provide a useful17
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mathematical framework for both analysis and resolution of these sequential18
decision-making problems (White, 1982, 1988). The traditional approach to19
solve a MOMDP is to convert a multi-objective problem to a family of single-20
objective problems, by emphasising one particular Pareto efficient solution21
at a time. Then, the problem can be solved by means of standard single-22
objective optimization techniques, such as Dynamic Programming (DP) fam-23
ily methods (Powell, 2007; Busoniu et al., 2010). The two most common24
scalarization techniques are the weighted sum and ε-constraint methods (Gass25
and Saaty, 1955; Haimes et al., 1971). The former is based on a linear com-26
bination of the objectives, while with the latter the conversion to a set of27
single-objective problems is obtained by transforming all the objectives, but28
one, into constraints. The main drawback of this approach stands in its29
computational intensity: the repetitions of single-objective problems scales30
exponentially with the number of objectives, thus making the approach feasi-31
ble only for problems characterised by few objectives. Moreover, the accuracy32
in the approximation of the Pareto front might be scarce, with a limited so-33
lution diversity due to the non-linear relationships between the values of the34
weights (or constraints) and the corresponding objectives values.35
36
An interesting alternative stands in the extension of single-objective Rein-37
forcement Learning (RL) techniques (single-policy) to multi-objective prob-38
lems (multi-policy). While the former aims to learn the single policy that39
best satisfies a set of preferences between objectives, as specified by a user40
or derived from the problem domain, the latter seeks to find a set of poli-41
cies which approximates the Pareto front (Vamplew et al., 2011). Barrett42
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and Narayanan (2008) and Lizotte et al. (2010) recently proposed two multi-43
objective RL methods that find in parallel the operating policies lying on the44
Pareto convex hull without an explicit search in the weights space. Pianosi45
et al. (2013) and Castelletti et al. (2013a) applied multi-objective RL to en-46
vironmental systems by proposing a multi-objective extension of the Fitted47
Q-Iteration algorithm (Ernst et al., 2005; Castelletti et al., 2010) to design a48
two-objective reservoir operating policy. Other applications to environmental49
and water resources systems were proposed by Bone and Dragicevic (2009)50
and Shabani (2009). The main advantage of multi-objective RL stands in its51
capability of handling simultaneously multiple-objectives, although its effec-52
tiveness is currently limited to few objectives (Vamplew et al., 2011).53
54
When dealing with MDPs characterised by several objectives, it is there-55
fore common practice to select a priori few, representative objectives with56
respect to which the problem is then solved. This is done by studying the cor-57
relation between the objectives, or by direct interaction with the stakeholders58
(Soncini-Sessa et al., 2007). Although a conflict exists between some objec-59
tives, it is possible that others behave in a non-conflicting manner and some60
objectives can be discarded to obtain a lower-dimensional problem. In other61
terms, the original many-objective problem is simplified and re-formulated62
as a multi-objective one. However, this simplification comes at a price, as63
including all the objectives gives a number of benefits. First, transitioning64
to higher dimensional many-objective formulations may reveal that lower di-65
mensional results represent extreme corners of the objective space that have66
little interest for decision-makers (see Kollat et al. (2011); Woodruff et al.67
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(2013), and references therein). Second, many-objective representations of68
tradeoffs help in reducing the negative impacts from two forms of decision69
bias (Brill. et al., 1990; Reed et al., 2013), namely cognitive myopia (Hoga-70
rth, 1981) and cognitive hysteresis (Gettys and Fisher, 1979). An example of71
how many-objective optimization is used to overcome these decision biases72
is given by Kasprzyk et al. (2012, 2013).73
74
Another approach to the resolution of MOMDPs stands in the adop-75
tion of Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs). The idea is to76
re-formulate the policies design problem as a Parameterization-Simulation-77
Optimization one (Koutsoyiannis and Economou, 2003), in which the policy78
is parameterized with an appropriate family of functions, and a MOEA is79
used to search for the best Pareto-efficient parameterizations (Kim et al.,80
2008). The main advantage of this approach is that MOEAs simultane-81
ously handle many objectives (Reed et al. (2013) and references therein),82
and indeed they have been adopted for a broad spectrum of environmental83
and water resources problems, e.g. management of groundwater resources84
(Giustolisi et al., 2008), design of water distribution systems (Wu et al.,85
2013), hydrologic model calibration (Zhang et al., 2013), air quality planning86
(Carnevale et al., 2012) and design of wastewater treatment plants (Haka-87
nen et al., 2013). Yet, their application is often limited to relatively simple88
problems, where an appropriate family of functions for the operating policy89
is chosen by relying on the empirical knowledge of the system behaviour.90
When dealing with complex systems, the empirical knowledge cannot guide91
this choice, since the operating policy has multiple inputs (large system state)92
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and outputs (several control points). Selecting an unsuitable family of func-93
tions can then strongly influence the final result, with no guarantees on the94
optimality of the polices obtained as with DP or RL methods (Castelletti95
et al., 2013a).96
97
The purpose of this paper is to propose a dimensionality reduction ap-98
proach that assists DP and RL methods in the resolution of many-objective99
MDPs. As discussed in Galelli et al. (2011), the approach relies on the idea100
of exploiting the numerical correlation between the objectives to aggregate101
them into a reduced number of principal components, which are linear com-102
binations of the original objectives. The reduced-dimensional MDP problem103
is then solved with respect to these components, and the value of the orig-104
inal objectives is eventually computed. The idea of reducing the complex-105
ity of many-objective optimization problems by exploiting the correlation106
between some objectives has been explored for the development of some107
MOEAs, which adopt Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques to108
progress iteratively from the interior of the search space towards the Pareto-109
optimal region by adaptively finding the correct lower-dimensional interac-110
tions (see Brockhoff and Zitzler (2006); Deb and Saxena (2006a); Brockoff111
and Zitzler (2007); Lo´pez Jaimes et al. (2008); Brockhoff and Zitzler (2009);112
Lo´pez Jaimes et al. (2009)). Yet, all these methods are developed for nu-113
merical, non dynamic, case studies. In this study, Non-negative Principal114
Component Analysis (NPCA, Zass and Shashua (2007)), which provides a115
combination of the original objectives with all the coefficients defined as pos-116
itive, is not used to select the most relevant objectives, but rather to combine117
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them in a reduced number of components. The advantage of the proposed118
approach is threefold: i) although being aggregated and projected into a119
lower dimensional space, all the original objectives of the many-objective120
MDP problem are considered, with the direction of optimization guaranteed121
by the positive coefficients; ii) the approach can be applied to any many-122
objective MDP with little a priori knowledge of the system behaviour, since123
it is based on the numerical correlation between the objectives; iii) the reduc-124
tion of the number of objectives allows solving the MDP problem by means125
of DP and RL methods as it reduces the computational complexity of the126
many-objective MDP.127
128
The NPCA-based approach is evaluated on a real-world case study, namely129
the daily operation of Tono Dam (Japan), a water reservoir managed for both130
quantity and quality targets, with up to 10 operating objectives. The eval-131
uation of the results is performed in two stages. Firstly, we compare the132
results obtained in this study against those presented by Castelletti et al.133
(2013b), who previously considered a 5-objectives formulation of the same134
problem. Given the high-dimensional solution sets, the results are graph-135
ically analysed by means of visual analytics techniques (Kollat and Reed,136
2007), which are becoming a common tool in environmental decision-making137
since the seminal work of Lotov et al. (2004). Secondly, we provide a multi-138
criteria assessment to account for convergence, consistency, and diversity of139
the obtained solutions (Reed et al., 2013).140
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2. Methods and Tools141
2.1. Problem formulation142
A discrete-time, continuous MOMDP is described as a tuple< X,U, P,R, γ, µ >,143
where X ⊂ RNx is the state space, U ⊂ RNu the control (decision) space,144
P (xt+1|xt,ut) the conditional probability distribution of state xt+1 given the145
couple xt+1,ut (i.e., Markov property), R(xt,ut,xt+1) = [g
1
t+1(·), . . . , gkt+1(·)]146
a k-dimensional vector of immediate cost functions specifying the costs as-147
sociated to the transition from state xt to state xt+1 under the control ut,148
γ ∈ (0, 1] a discount factor, and µ the initial state distribution from which149
the initial state is drawn. A control (operating) policy is a mapping from150
states to controls, i.e. pi : X → U , so that ut = pi(xt). For example, in a151
water reservoirs system the state variables are the storage and water quality152
levels in each reservoir, the control variables are the release decisions at each153
dam gate, the transition density is the probability of the next storage and154
water quality level xt+1 given the current state xt and control ut, and R(·)155
accounts for the immediate costs associated to the different water-related in-156
terests, e.g. hydropower production, flood prevention, irrigation supply, and157
water quality maintenance.158
159
The cost of following a certain policy pi starting from state xt at time t160
up to the end of the design horizon is formalized by the set of value functions161
V pi(xt) = [V
pi,1(xt), . . . , V











Given the initial-state distribution µ, the i-th objective is defined as the163





and the vector of objectives is Jpiµ = [J
pi,1
µ , . . . , J
pi,k
µ ]. With this formulation,165
the expected cost is the statistic used to filter the uncertainty due to the166
presence of stochastic disturbances (e.g., precipitation, inflows).167
168
Solving a MOMDP means finding the set of Pareto-optimal policies Π∗169
that maps onto the Pareto front in the space of the objectives J ∗ = {Jpi∗|pi∗ ∈170
Π∗}, meaning that a solution cannot be improved in a given objective without171
degrading its performance in another objective. The traditional approach to172
solve a MOMDP is to transform it into a family of single-objective problems173
by combining the k different immediate costs with some scalarizing function174
ψ : Rk → R (Perny and Weng, 2010). The most common approach to choose175
ψ is a convex combination of the immediate costs (weighting method) using176
a vector of weights λ = [λ1, . . . , λk] ∈ Λk−1, where Λk−1 is the unit (k − 1)-177
dimensional simplex (so that
∑k
i=1 λ
i = 1 and λi ≥ 0 ∀i). Each vector of178






The single-objective MDP is then solved by finding the operating policy181
that minimises the value function Vλ(·) in each state. In control problems, it182
is usually better to consider the action-value function, i.e. the value of taking183
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the control ut in state xt and following the policy pi thereafter. The optimal184












Given the optimal action-value function, the associated optimal operating187
policy is the one that takes, in each state, the control with the lowest value,188
i.e.189
pi∗ = arg min
ut∈U
Q∗λ(xt,ut) (5)
Each single-objective MDP yields one solution on the Pareto front. Since190
all the optimal policies of the single-objective MDPs are provably Pareto-191
optimal solutions of the original MOMDP (Chatterjee et al., 2006), the192
Pareto front is estimated by computing the set of objective vectors for all193
the possible values of λ. In practice, an approximation of the set of Pareto-194
optimal policies Π∗, and the corresponding Pareto front, is obtained by con-195
sidering a finite number nλ of weight combinations and solving the associ-196
ated nλ single-objective MDPs. The main advantage of using the weighting197
method is that it computes Pareto efficient solutions only, which can be found198
by means of DP or RL methods. However, the repetition of single-objective199
problems increases exponentially with the number of immediate costs (or200
objectives) k, and this makes the computational complexity of the whole op-201
timization process impractical for values of k larger than few units. Another202
limitation of this approach is that some Pareto-optimal policies may not be203
found, regardless of how many combinations of weights are used, if they lie204
in concave regions of the Pareto front (Vamplew et al., 2008).205
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Interactive, adaptive approaches (e.g., reference point method (Wierzbicki,206
1980), Pareto race (Korhonen and Wallenius, 1988)) have been developed207
in order to interactively explore the Pareto front without having to fully208
compute it in advance, thus mitigating the associated computational burden209
(e.g., Deb et al., 2006b). Yet, the complexity and high number of questions210
to be posed to the DM remain an unsolved problem (Larichev, 1992).211
2.2. Objective Reduction via Non-negative PCA212
A feasible approach to reduce the problem complexity stands in aggregat-213
ing the original k objectives into n linear combinations (with n < k), which214
then act as objectives in a lower dimensional MOMDP problem. An effec-215
tive, yet informative, reduction may be obtained with PCA (Joliffe, 2002),216
a dimensionality reduction technique that provides linear combinations of217
the original variables with the coefficients of the combinations (the principal218
vectors) forming a low-dimensional sub-space corresponding to the directions219
of the maximal variance in the original data. Few (say n) principal compo-220
nents explain a high percentage of the variance of the original k variables.221
Moreover, the representation of the data in the projected space is uncorre-222
lated, thus providing a useful tool for physical and statistical interpretations.223
Finally, from a computational point of view, PCA is quickly performed via224
an eigenvalue decomposition of the data covariance matrix. However, the225
adoption of PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the objective vector in a226
MOMDP is limited by the fact that the coefficients defining the components227
can be both positive and negative, with no guarantee on the direction of228
optimization of the original objectives, when these latter are replaced by the229
principal components (Galelli et al., 2011). This drawback can be eliminated230
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by adding a non-negativity constraint to the original formulation of PCA,231
leading to the Non-negative Principal Component Analysis (NPCA, see Zass232
and Shashua (2007)).233
234
To introduce the mathematical formulation of NPCA, let J1, . . . ,JN ∈ Rk235
form a zero-mean collection of N data points (i.e. N evaluations of the236
k-dimensional objective vector J), arranged as the columns of the matrix237
G ∈ Rk×N , and p1,p2, . . . ,pn ∈ Rk be the desired n principal components,238
arranged as the columns of the matrix P ∈ Rk×n. Adding a non-negative239
constraint to the PCA formulation, which maximises the explained variance240
by principal components, and relaxing the orthonormality constraint on the241
desired components, which prevents the computation of a disjoint matrix P242
(for further details see Zass and Shashua (2007)), gives the following problem,243





‖PT · G‖2fr −
α
4
‖I − PT · P‖2fr (6a)
subject to245
P > 0 (6b)
where ‖·‖2fr is the square Frobenius norm, I the identity matrix, ‖I−PT ·P‖2fr246
a non-negative orthonormality distance measure that vanishes if P is or-247
thonormal (like in the original PCA formulation), and α (≥ 0) a parameter248
balancing between data reconstruction and orthonormality. The higher the249
value of α, the higher is the importance of the orthonormality distance, poten-250
tially forcing the the orthogonality of the principal components. On the other251
side, the lower the value of α, the lower is the importance given to orthonor-252
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mality, thus allowing more overlapping among the components yielding to a253
better reconstruction of the original data. Notice that relaxing the disjoint254
property of NPCA implies a relaxation in the maximum variance property of255
PCA, with the parameter α allowing the exploration of the tradeoff. A more256
detailed discussion on the role of the parameter α is reported in Appendix A.257
258
The resolution of problem (6) yields a set of non-negative and partially259
overlapping principal components [p1, . . . ,pn] that can effectively replace260
the k-dimensional objectives in the original MOMDP problem. This latter261
is then solved by means of DP or RL methods, and the optimal policies so262
obtained are Pareto-optimal solutions of the problem defined with respect to263
the n non-negative principal components. Finally, the values of the original264
k objectives are evaluated.265
3. Case study: Tono Dam266
3.1. System description267
Tono Dam is located at the confluence of Kango and Fukuro rivers (Figure268
1a), in the western part of Japan. The construction works were completed269
in 2011. With a height of 75 m (Figure 1b), the dam forms an impounded270
reservoir of 12.4 x 106 m3 (gross capacity), with a surface area of 0.64 km2271
and fed by a 38.1 km2 catchment. The construction of the dam aims at272
supporting agriculture, enhancing the recreational value of the reservoir and273
protecting the riverine ecosystems potentially threatened by the dam’s op-274
eration. Due to the region’s local climate, the reservoir is characterized by275
prolonged periods of stratification that negatively impact the water qual-276
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ity both in-reservoir and in the reservoir’s outflow. The dam was therefore277
equipped with a Selective Withdrawal System (SWS, see Bohan and Grace278
(1973)). Fifteen vertically stacked siphons allow the dam to release water at279
different depths with different physico-chemical properties, and blending is280
allowed. The obtained flexibility in the selection of the outlet offers advan-281
tages in order to meet water quality targets when the reservoir is stratified or282
to respond to short term inflow events (Gelda and Eﬄer, 2007). The possibil-283
ity of designing a multi-purpose operating strategy for the SWS is studied in284
Castelletti et al. (2013b). Indeed, the operation of the dam directly impacts285
on different water sectors, which are classified as in in-reservoir, affected286
by level variations, and downstream, dependent on the release. Two sec-287
tors belong to the first class: recreation, aiming to keep high reservoir levels288
and prevent algal blooms, and silting, whose objective is to maximize the289
sediments evacuation. Two sectors belong to the second class: irrigation,290
aiming to reduce the water supply deficit (which has a direct effect on the291
seasonal harvest), and environment, whose goal is to protect the downstream292
riverine ecosystem, potentially threatened by large deviations of the water293
temperature from the seasonal natural patterns.294
3.2. Operating objectives295
In order to evaluate alternative SWS operating strategies, one (or more)296
immediate cost function git+1(·) is (are) defined for each sector. The i-th oper-297
ating objective J i(·) is then defined as the daily average of the corresponding298
immediate cost git+1(·). The definitions of the immediate cost functions are299
as follows:300
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- Level : the squared positive difference of reservoir level ht+1 with respect301








- Algae: the daily average hourly maximum concentration of chlorophyll-a303








(chlaτ (zτ )) (8)
where chlaτ is the Chl-a concentration [µg/L] at the τ -th hour of day305
t, zτ is the depth with respect to the reservoir surface, zE is the see-306
through layer depth set at 7 m below water surface (where the thermo-307
cline is generally formed in summer).308
- Sedimentation: the daily volume of sediment expelled with the release,309
which has to be maximized in order to reduce the silting of the reservoir310




where TSSoutt+1 is the amount of Total Suspended Solid [g/day] in the312











where tssit+1 is the average TSS concentration [g/m
3] of the water re-314
leased by the i-th controlled siphon, and tssspillt+1 is the average TSS315
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concentration [g/m3] of the water released by the spillway, and rit+1316
and rspillt+1 are the corresponding released volumes [m
3/day].317






wt − (rt+1 − qMEFt+1 ), 0
))2
(11)
where rt+1 is the total release from the dam (including SWS and spill-320
way), qMEFt+1 is the minimum environmental flow, and βt is a time-321
varying coefficient taking into consideration the different relevance of322
the water deficit in different periods of the year. In particular, the im-323
mediate cost is elevated to the second power to favour operating policies324
that reduce severe deficits in a single time step, while allowing for more325
frequent, small shortages, which cause less damage to the crop. This326
ensures that vulnerability is a minimum (Hashimoto et al., 1982).327
In addition, four other immediate costs are introduced: the first one328
(gIrr2t+1 ) is the daily deficit expressed as m
3/s (i.e., gIrr2t+1 = (wt − (rt+1 −329
qMEFt+1 ))




t+1 ) are defined in the330
same way, but they consider a shorter inter-annual period, namely win-331
ter (from December 21st to March 20th), May and summer (from June332
21st to September 21st).333
- Temperature: the squared difference between the inflow and outflow tem-334
perature (as in Fontane et al. (1981) and Baltar and Fontane (2008)):335
gTemp1t+1 = (T
out
t+1 − T int+1)2 (12)
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where T outt+1 is the average temperature in a section just downstream336











with TK and T F being the337
average temperature [◦C] of the inflow respectively in the Kango and338
Fukuro rivers, and aKt+1 and a
F
t+1 the corresponding flows.339
As for the case of the irrigation objectives, a more intuitive immediate340
cost gTemp2t+1 is defined as the daily difference of temperature between341
the inflow and the outflow, expressed in ◦C.342
The optimal operation of Tono Dam SWS requires accounting for the343
above ten immediate cost functions and the associated operating objectives,344
i.e. JLev, JAlgae, JSed, J Irr1, J Irr2, J Irr3, J Irr4, J Irr5, JTemp1, JTemp2 (see345
Figure 2 for a schematic representation of the hierarchy of water sectors346
and objectives). A first, approximate solution to this problem is described347
in Castelletti et al. (2013b) and Giuliani et al. (2013), who selected five348
operating objectives considered representative of the water sectors.349
4. Experimental setting350
4.1. Models351
The design and evaluation of different management alternatives requires352
modeling the main hydrodynamic and ecological processes characterizing the353
reservoir. To this purpose, we adopted the coupled 1D DYRESM-CAEDYM354
model (Hipsey et al., 2006; Imerito, 2007). The 1D hydrodynamic model355
DYRESM (Dynamic Reservoir Simulation Model) simulates the vertical dis-356
tribution of temperature, salinity and density in the reservoir, while the357
aquatic ecosystem model CAEDYM (Computational Aquatic Ecosystem Dy-358
namics Model) simulates a range of biological, chemical and physical pro-359
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cesses, commonly related with water quality characteristics (such as total360
phosphorus, total nitrogen, chlorophyll-a, etc.). The SWS ability to release361
water at different depth is modeled by two decision variables, u−3 and u−13,362
representing the volumes to be released in a decision time-step (i.e., one day)363
at 3 and 13 meters below the water surface. In both cases, the decision364
is defined with respect to the water body surface (see Figure 1b). These365
water depths should correspond, respectively, to the epilimnium and the hy-366
polimnium of the stratified reservoir. As in Castelletti et al. (2013b), we do367
not model all the fifteen outlets as this would make the problem computa-368
tionally impracticable.369
4.2. Data-set Generation370
In order to identify n principal components, a zero-mean collection of N371
data-points is required. To this purpose, the 1D DYRESM-CAEDYM model372
was run over the hydro-meteorological period 1995-2006 under 100 different373
release scenarios pseudo-randomly generated with the aim of exploring the374
state-decision space as more homogeneously as possible. In particular, the375
decision vectors ut were generated with probability equal to 1/3 of opening376
the siphon at -3 m only, the same probability for the siphon at -13 m and,377
finally, probability equal to 1/3 of opening both the controlled siphons. The378
sampling was performed using quasi-random sequences and an irregular grid379
with lower probability assigned to high release values in order to reduce380
the occurrence of full reservoir drawdown. For each of the 100 simulations,381
the ten objectives are computed as the daily average of the immediate costs382
git+1(·) (with i = 1, . . . , 10) defined in Section 3.2. The normalized realisations383
of the objective vector (i.e., zero mean and unit standard deviation) are384
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arranged in the matrix G ∈ R10×100 from which the principal components385
are extracted, as described in Section 5.1.386
4.3. Optimization Algorithm387
To design the operation of Tono Dam an optimization algorithm able to388
consider water quality and quantity targets is needed. In this work, in order389
to compare the results against those found in Castelletti et al. (2013b), the390
same batch-mode RL algorithm, i.e. Fitted Q-iteration (Ernst et al., 2005;391
Castelletti et al., 2010), is adopted. The algorithm combines RL concepts392
of off-line learning and functional approximation of the value function, from393
which the policy is derived, using tree-based regression (Geurts et al., 2006;394
Galelli and Castelletti, 2013). The optimal operating policy is determined395
on the basis of experience samples represented as a finite data-set F of tu-396
ples of the form < t,xt,ut, t + 1,xt+1, gt+1 >, where the state variables xt397
are the reservoir level ht, the temperature T
i
t and the total suspended solid398
TSSit in the 1D model layer corresponding to the outlet controlled by the399
decision variables uit (with i = -3; -13). In this study, the adopted version400
of the Fitted Q-iteration algorithm solves one single-objective problem at401
each optimization run, so the immediate costs gt+1 are defined according to402
the weighting method as in eq. (3), using the same weights as in Castelletti403
et al. (2013b). The data-set F has to be previously collected from the sys-404
tem or simulations thereof, i.e. a variety of system conditions experienced405
by the system under different combinations of release decisions and external406
driver realizations with the associated resulting immediate costs. In order to407
construct the data-set F , we used the 100 simulations of the 1D DYRESM-408
CAEDYM model with pseudo-random release scenarios. In synthesis, the409
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overall modeling and optimization procedure is represented in Figure 3.410
4.4. Performance Evaluation411
In order to provide a quantitative evaluation of the obtained solutions412
(i.e., a 10-objective Pareto front), it is necessary to consider multiple criteria413
that account for different aspects, such as the proximity of a set of solutions414
to the Pareto optimal front (or its best known approximation) or the capacity415
of representing the full extent of tradeoffs. In this work we adopt three met-416
rics, i.e. generational distance, additive ε-indicator and hypervolume, which417
respectively account for convergence, consistency and diversity (Knowles and418
Corne, 2002; Zitzler et al., 2003).419
420
The generational distance IGD measures the average Euclidean distance421
between the points in an approximation set S and the nearest corresponding422








where nS is the number of points in S, and ds the minimum Euclidean dis-424
tance between each point in S and S¯. Assuming that the two sets S and425
S¯ correspond to two sets of objectives J i(s) and J i(¯s) (i = 1, . . . , k), the426





[J i(s)− J i(¯s)]2 (13b)
IGD is a pure measure of convergence, so it requires only a single solution428
close to the reference set to attain ideal performance.429
430
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The additive ε-indicator Iε measures the worst case distance required to431
translate an approximation set solution to dominate its nearest neighbour in432
the reference set. It is defined as433






(J i(s)− J i(¯s)) (14)
This metric is very sensitive to gaps in tradeoffs and is viewed as a measure434
of consistency.435
436
Finally, the hypervolume IH measures the volume of objective space dom-437









′ ∈ S such that s′  s
0 otherwise
(15b)
This metric captures both convergence and diversity.440
441
Overall, a good solution is characterised by low values of the first two442
criteria and a high value of the third one.443
5. Application Results444
5.1. NPCA Analysis445
5.1.1. Analysis of the correlation matrix446
The correlation matrix of the ten objectives evaluated over the 100 man-447
agement scenarios is reported in Table 1. In particular, J Irr1 is positively448
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correlated with all the other irrigation objectives, and this somewhat justi-449
fies the choice of considering it representative of this sector (Castelletti et al.,450
2013b). Indeed, J Irr1 has a strong correlation with both J Irr2 and J Irr5 and451
a weaker correlation with J Irr3 and J Irr4. This seems to suggest that the452
five irrigation objectives, although correlated, capture different information:453
the irrigation deficits of J Irr1 and J Irr2 are mainly related to the deficit in454
summer J Irr5, while high deficits in either winter or May are not completely455
reflected in high values of J Irr1. A strong correlation exists between JTemp1456
and JTemp2, and these latter are also correlated to JAlgae. Indeed, releasing457
large volumes of water reduces the concentration of nutrients in the reservoir,458
thus preventing algal blooms, and maintains similar temperature patterns be-459
tween inflow and outflow. JLev and JSed are weakly correlated and have no460
relevant positive correlations with the other objectives. The most relevant461
conflict is between JLev on one side and JAlgae, JTemp1, JTemp2 on the other.462
This conflict is not surprising as the high releases that produce low values of463
JAlgae, JTemp1 and JTemp2 tend to drawdown the reservoir level. Moreover,464
both JLev and JSed are anti-correlated with all the irrigation objectives, since465
releasing small volumes of water keeps the reservoir at high levels but pro-466
duces significant irrigation deficits, while releasing large volumes of water467
flushes out the sediments but reduces the water availability for irrigation468
supply. Finally it is worth noting that J Irr3 and J Irr4 have no either positive469
or negative correlations. They seem quite independent with respect to the470
other objectives, probably because the specific criteria they account for (i.e.,471
the irrigation deficit in winter and May, respectively) are not captured by472
the other objectives.473
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5.1.2. Identification of the components474
Given the matrix G of the ten objectives realizations and the correspond-475
ing correlation matrix, the NPCA algorithm requires defining the number n476
of components to extract. Choosing the ‘exact’ value of n is not straightfor-477
ward, because it is necessary to balance the dimensionality reduction with478
the effective representation of the original variables (objectives). Few com-479
ponents substantially reduce the dimension of the objective vector, but may480
not take into account all the information contained in G. On the other hand,481
considering many components tends to decrease the effectiveness of the re-482
duction process. Figure 4 represents the percentage of variance explained483
by the principal components as a function of n. The results are reported484
for both the non-negative principal components (red bars) and the principal485
components obtained with the original PCA formulation (blue bars). In the486
case of NPCA, the value of the parameter α is defined via trial and error487
analysis (further details are given in Appendix A). The variance explained488
via PCA is reported as a benchmark, since it represents the maximum vari-489
ance that could be explained. Indeed, the non-negative constraint introduced490
by the NPCA, along with the relaxation of the orthonormality constraint of491
PCA, reduces the variance explained by the non-negative principal compo-492
nents. Assuming the value of 75% as a reference for a good representation493
of the original objectives (Joliffe, 2002), five non-negative principal compo-494
nents are extracted. Also, this choice allows the development of an effective495
comparison with the results discussed in Castelletti et al. (2013b), where the496
problem is solved with the same number of objectives.497
The values of the coefficients defining the five components are reported498
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in Table 2. The coefficients reflect the correlation between the objectives499
reported in Table 1: the first component seems to represent the irrigation500
sector, having high coefficients for J Irr1, J Irr2 and J Irr5, which are indeed501
all strongly correlated. The second one is mainly related to JAlgae, JTemp1502
and JTemp2, thus confirming that these objectives are physically correlated.503
The third and fourth components are basically related to J Irr4 and J Irr3504
respectively, possibly because the deficit in winter and May represent a dif-505
ferent process with respect to the other irrigation objectives. Finally, JSed506
and JLev are projected on the fifth component, even though they are not507
strongly correlated.508
5.2. Design of the operating policies509
The optimal set of daily, periodic (with period equal to one year) re-510
lease policies are obtained by solving the MOMDP problems with the Fit-511
ted Q-iteration algorithm, with the five operating objectives considered in512
Castelletti et al. (2013b) replaced by the five non-negative principal compo-513
nents. The weighting method is used to transform the 5-objective problem514
into a family of single-objective problems, with the same 36 combinations of515
weights as in Castelletti et al. (2013b). According to the procedure depicted516
in Figure 3 (dashed line), the 10 original objectives are eventually evaluated517
via simulation over the hydro-meteorological period 1990-1995. The results518
analysis is performed in three steps: firstly, we compare the solutions focus-519
ing only on the five objectives selected in Castelletti et al. (2013b) (Section520
5.2.1); secondly, the same solutions are compared with respect to the remain-521
ing five objectives (Section 5.2.2); thirdly, the two approaches are compared522
with respect to the entire set of ten objectives (Section 5.2.3).523
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5.2.1. First comparison - JAlgae, JTemp1, JLev, J Irr1 and JSed524
Figure 5 shows the solutions with respect to the five objectives optimized525
in Castelletti et al. (2013b) (selection-based formulation in the followings),526
with the red and grey cones associated to the NPCA and selection-based527
formulation respectively. For both formulations it is evident that JAlgae and528
JTemp1 are not conflicting, and it is possible to minimize simultaneously the529
two objectives as there are many cones in the bottom-left part of the figure.530
Moreover, the best performing alternatives with respect JAlgae and JTemp1531
negatively impact on JLev. This is because the optimal operation with re-532
spect to the first two objectives tends to release large volumes of water to533
flush out the nutrients and maintain similar temperatures between inflow and534
outflow, but it generates a drawdown of the reservoir level. Looking at the535
grey cones, it is possible to observe that JAlgae and JTemp1 are only partially536
conflicting with JSed: although the cones in the bottom-left corner have an537
intermediate inclination, some cones pointing upward are not far from that538
corner, and are characterized by small values of JAlgae and JTemp1. On the539
other hand, JSed is in conflict with JLev as most of the cones on the right540
part of the figure, characterized by low values of JLev, point downward. The541
tradeoffs with respect to J Irr1 are more evident looking at the red cones:542
again, the conflict between JAlgae and JTemp1 seems weak, with the cones in543
the bottom-left corner having intermediate sizes. The smallest cones, char-544
acterizing the best solutions for J Irr1, are in the center of the objective space545
and are horizontally oriented, meaning that a good performance for J Irr1546
does not have a negative impact on the other objectives.547
548
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It can be observed that the NPCA-based solutions do not assume worse549
values than the selection-based ones, except for JLev. On average, the NPCA-550
based solutions produces better solutions with respect to JAlgae and JTemp1,551
being most of the cones in the bottom-left part of the figure red. The sec-552
ond principal component, which has high coefficients for JAlgae and JTemp1,553
is therefore effective in representing both objectives. Furthermore, also the554
best solutions with respect to J Irr1, i.e. the smallest cones, are red. This555
is somewhat expected, since three of the five components are mainly related556
to irrigation objectives (see Table 2). The presence of grey as well as red557
cones with upward orientation indicates that a good performance in terms of558
JSed is obtained with both formulations. With respect to the NPCA-based559
solutions this means that the parameterisation of the fifth principal compo-560
nent (see Table 2) adequately represents this objective. On the other hand,561
the performance of the NPCA-based solutions is lower than the selection-562
based ones with respect to JLev. Unlike JSed, the fifth component does not563
effectively represent JLev due to the low coefficient assigned to this objective.564
565
More details regarding the conflict between JLev, JAlgae and JTemp1 are566
illustrated in Figure 6a, which shows that most of the NPCA-based solutions567
(red points) are in the top part of the figure, with associated high values of568
JLev. Moreover, the best NPCA-based solution for this objective is set around569
the middle of the JLev-axis, thus confirming that these solutions penalise the570
water level objective. Figure 6b shows the superiority of the NPCA-based571
solutions according to JAlgae and JTemp1, with most of the points in the572
bottom-left corner being red and, conversely, most of the grey points set on573
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right half of the figure, corresponding to poor performance with respect to574
JAlgae.575
5.2.2. Second comparison - J Irr2, J Irr3, J Irr4, J Irr5 and JTemp2576
In Figure 7 the comparison is performed with respect to the five objectives577
that are not considered in Castelletti et al. (2013b), with the red and grey578
cones associated to the NPCA and selection-based solutions respectively. For579
both formulations most of the cones in Figure 7 are in the bottom-left corner,580
meaning that the objectives on the three primary axes are not significantly581
conflicting, and many alternatives produce good performance with respect to582
all these objectives. Note that there are many alternatives that are optimal583
for J Irr4 and have different values for J Irr3, and viceversa. This is because584
these objectives are not strongly correlated. Looking at the orientation and585
the dimension of the cones, J Irr5 and J Irr2 do not appear to be strongly con-586
flicting. These two objectives seem to be instead conflicting with JTemp2, as587
the smallest and downward oriented cones are in the top half of the objective588
space. A weak conflict exists also between J Irr3 and J Irr4 with respect to589
J Irr5, as the cones in the bottom-left corner are slightly upward oriented.590
591
The NPCA-based solutions significantly outperform the selection-based592
ones for three of the five objectives, namely J Irr3, J Irr4 and JTemp2, with593
most of the cones in the bottom-left part of the figure being red. More-594
over, the red cones are on average smaller than the grey ones, meaning that595
also the performance with respect to J Irr2 is more satisfactory. Finally, the596
results with respect to J Irr5 seem similar for the two formulations. There-597
fore, the proposed NPCA-based aggregation seems effective in enhancing598
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the system operation with respect to the objectives that are not selected in599
the selection-based case. In particular, it is worth noting the differences in600
performance with respect to J Irr3 and J Irr4 (Figure 8a), which are the irri-601
gation objectives less correlated to J Irr1. In the selection-based formulation602
these objectives are considered redundant and the irrigation sector is repre-603
sented by J Irr1 only. Yet, the information content of J Irr3 and J Irr4 (the604
water deficit in winter and May) is different from J Irr1 and their exclusion605
produces poorly performing alternatives. Furthermore, even though the cor-606
relation between JTemp1 and JTemp2 is high, the better performance of the607
NPCA-based solutions with respect to this latter (Figure 8b) suggests that608
also the information captured by these objectives is slightly different and it609
is not sufficient to optimize with respect to only one of them.610
5.2.3. Third comparison - Full set of objectives611
The parallel-coordinates plot in Figure 9 provides a comprehensive view612
of the solutions obtained with the two formulations with respect to the entire613
set of ten objectives. For illustration purposes the objectives are standard-614
ized (zero mean and unit standard deviation) and each axis is oriented so615
that the direction of preference is always downward. The ideal solution would616
be a horizontal line running along the bottom of all the axes. The tradeoff617
relationships among the objectives are represented by crossing line segments618
between two adjacent axes, see for example the large number of crossing lines619
between JTemp1 and JLev representing the strong conflict between these two620
objectives as discussed in Section 5.2.1. The placement of the axes has there-621
fore a key role in highlighting the tradeoffs. Since the purpose of this section622
is not to discuss the different conflicts (as done in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2),623
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but rather show the overall performance of the two approaches on the whole624
set of objectives, we arbitrarily set one specific configuration, namely the five625
objectives explicitly considered in Castelletti et al. (2013b) on the first five626
axes, followed by the remaining objectives. Besides highlighting some key627
tradeoffs between adjacent axes (e.g., JTemp1 and JLev), the information pro-628
vided by the parallel-coordinates plot confirms the general findings discussed629
in the previous sections: the NPCA-based solutions (red lines) seem to be630
not inferior to the selection-based ones (grey lines) with respect to the five631
objectives explicitly considered in Castelletti et al. (2013b), other than JLev.632
The two approaches indeed cover the same range of performance on the first633
five axes, with no clear distinction between red and grey solutions. On the634
other hand, the NPCA-based solutions are clearly better than the selection-635
based ones with respect to the remaining five objectives, which are the ones636
not considered in Castelletti et al. (2013b). Most of the red solutions in the637
right-hand half of the figure are indeed placed lower than the grey ones, thus638
attaining better performance in these objectives.639
640
A more detailed comparison can be done by focusing on two specific com-641
promise alternatives, designated by the dashed and solid black lines in Figure642
9. Their selection is a subjective evaluation by the authors and aims only643
at providing more details with respect to the representation of the entire644
set of Pareto efficient alternatives. With the purpose of equally accounting645
for all the objectives, we analyze in details the solutions obtained by set-646
ting λi = 0.2 (for i = 1, . . . , 5) in both formulations. Figure 10 reports the647
daily average value of the immediate cost functions computed over the period648
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1990-1995. The performance obtained for these alternatives further confirms649
that the proposed method seems effective in enhancing the system operation650
with respect to the objectives not considered in the selection-based formu-651
lation (right part of the figure), at the cost of very small worsening in the652
ones originally optimized (left part of the figure). Indeed, the NPCA-based653
solution (red line) is significantly better than the selection-based one (grey654
line) with respect to JAlgae, JTemp1 and J Irr1. The performance of the two655
alternatives is similar with respect to JSed, while the NPCA-based solution656
is poorly performing for JLev. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, this is due to657
the low coefficient assigned to this objective in the definition of the fifth com-658
ponent. On the other hand, looking at the objectives not considered in the659
selection-based formulation, the NPCA-based solution is significantly better660
than the selection-based one with respect to J Irr3, J Irr4 and JTemp2, while it661




Finally, a quantitative evaluation is obtained by computing the multiple666
criteria introduced in Section 4.4. The reference set, representing the best667
approximation of the 10-objective Pareto front, is defined as the set of non-668
dominated solutions selected in the union of the NPCA-based and selection-669
based Pareto optimal sets. A good solution should be characterized by low670
values of the first two metrics, namely generational distance IGD and addi-671
tive ε-indicator Iε, and a high value in the hypervolume indicator IH . As672
shown in Figure 11, the selection-based formulation has a better performance673
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in terms of generational distance, meaning that it produces at least one or674
more solutions close to the reference set. This is not surprising, since the675
aggregation performed with NPCA does not allow the design of the extreme676
points of the Pareto front, i.e. the policies obtained by setting to zero all the677
weights but for one. These solutions, which for construction belong to the678
reference set being not-dominated by any compromise solution, are obtained679
with the selection-based formulation only and, therefore, the value of gener-680
ational distance is very low. On the other side, the NPCA-based solutions681
have better performance with respect to both the additive ε-indicator and682
the hypervolume metrics. The selection-based solutions are indeed charac-683
terized by gaps in the tradeoffs involving the non-selected objectives, yielding684
to high values of additive ε-indicator. Furthermore, they are Pareto efficient685
with respect to five objectives only, thus reducing the volume dominated in686
the 10-objective space that is represented by low values of the hypervolume687
indicator.688
6. Computational requirements689
In order to ensure that the shape of the Pareto front is reasonably rep-690
resented, the number M of Pareto efficient solutions is a priori selected. In691





i!(k − i)! + k (16)
where k is the number of objectives considered. The underlying idea is to693
explore the Pareto front by computing the k extreme solutions, obtained694
by setting to zero all weights but for one, and some compromise solutions695
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by relaxing the extremes and assigning the same weight to few objectives.696
The exploration of a ten-objective Pareto front thus requires designing 1033697
Pareto optimal alternatives. Conversely, the adoption of the NPCA-based698
aggregation method allows exploring an approximation of the 10-objective699
Pareto front by solving a MOMDP whose objectives are the five non-negative700
principal components. Therefore, the number of alternatives to be generated701
is reduced to 36 only. Considering that the time required to design and702
simulate an operating policy on a 3.16 Ghz Intel Xeon QuadCore with 16703
GB Ram is about 20 hours for each alternative, the exploration of the ten-704
objective Pareto front would require 20,660 hours (about 861 days, 2.4 years),705
while the 36 NPCA-based solutions require 720 hours (30 days).706
7. Conclusions707
In this work we presented a dimensionality reduction approach to solve708
many-objective Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) problems in environmen-709
tal contexts. The approach relies on Non-negative Principal Component710
Analysis (NPCA), which is used to identify a lower dimensional represen-711
tation of the original objectives and to obtain an approximated solution of712
the many-objective problem. The approach is demonstrated on the daily713
operation of a multi-purpose water reservoir (Tono Dam, Japan) involving714
10 operating objectives. The comparison of the NPCA-based solutions with715
the ones obtained by selecting a subset of 5-objectives shows that the pro-716
posed approach is able to provide a better representation of the 10 objec-717
tives Pareto front, especially in terms of consistency and solution diversity.718
Moreover, the combination of this approach with visual analytics techniques719
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makes it possible to explore the high dimensional formulation of the decision-720
making problem and attain insight about management alternatives that can721
be hidden in lower dimensional formulations. The proposed approach, being722
based on the numerical correlation between the objectives, can in principle723
be applied to any many-objective MDP with little a priori knowledge of the724
system behaviour, and therefore combined with any DP or RL method.725
726
An important aspect of the NPCA-based approach that requires further727
investigation is the sub-optimality of the obtained solutions. As discussed in728
Franssen (2005), the optimization of aggregate measures does not optimise729
the individual performance criteria themselves, and aggregating preference730
across multiple criteria will always favour some criteria over others in a man-731
ner that is difficult to ascertain a priori. Thus, the resulting solutions can732
be biased towards a subset of performance objectives in ways that cannot be733
known a priori by decision-makers (Woodruff et al., 2013). Another aspect734
that will be considered is the interpretation of the aggregated objectives735
(principal components), which are designed to maximise the performance736
with respect to a particular set of preferences, but not to support the direct737
understanding of the solutions.738
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Appendix A NPCA Setting961
The NPCA approach requires setting two parameters, i.e. the number n of962
components and the value of α, the parameter balancing data reconstruction963
43
and orthonormality. As in the original PCA formulation, n is defined as the964
number of components allowing to explain a given threshold of the variance of965
the original variables (Joliffe, 2002). On the other hand, there are not similar966
criteria supporting the definition of α. According to Zass and Shashua (2007),967
α can be heuristically determined via trial-and-error, namely by selecting the968
value corresponding to the maximum explained variance. We tested different969
values of α ∈ [10−5, 1010] (for n = 5), with values of explained variance970
varying between 56% and 77%, with the maximum obtained for α = 1000,971
which is the value adopted in this work.972
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Table 1: Correlation matrix for the ten objectives.
In-reservoir Downstream
JLev JAlgae JSed J Irr1 J Irr2 J Irr3 J Irr4 J Irr5 JTemp1 JTemp2
JLev - -0.67 0.11 -0.16 -0.18 0.03 -0.13 -0.13 -0.50 -0.58
JAlgae -0.67 - -0.12 0.36 0.31 -0.02 0.18 0.22 0.53 0.56
JSed 0.11 -0.12 - -0.22 -0.23 -0.10 -0.04 -0.15 -0.13 -0.08
J Irr1 -0.16 0.36 -0.22 - 0.88 0.13 0.51 0.62 0.38 0.23
J Irr2 -0.18 0.31 -0.23 0.88 - 0.37 0.31 0.61 0.30 0.14
J Irr3 0.03 -0.02 -0.10 0.13 0.37 - 0.11 -0.11 0.03 -0.03
J Irr4 -0.13 0.18 -0.04 0.51 0.31 0.11 - -0.13 0.20 0.09
J Irr5 -0.13 0.22 -0.15 0.62 0.61 -0.11 -0.13 - 0.31 0.27
JTemp1 -0.50 0.52 -0.13 0.38 0.30 0.03 0.20 0.31 - 0.88
JTemp2 -0.58 0.56 -0.08 0.23 0.14 -0.03 0.09 0.27 0.88 -
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Table 2: Values of the coefficients characterising the five principal vectors.
Objective p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
JLev 0 0 0 0.0103 0.3789
JAlgae 0.0663 0.4822 0.0132 0 0
JSed 0 0 0 0 0.9254
J Irr1 0.5573 0.0260 0.1275 0 0
J Irr2 0.5986 0 0 0.0832 0
J Irr3 0 0 0.0003 0.9964 0
J Irr4 0 0.0043 0.9915 0.0124 0
J Irr5 0.5702 0 0 0 0
JTemp1 0.0405 0.6107 0.0234 0.0040 0
JTemp2 0 0.6276 0 0 0
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Figure 1: Tono Dam location in Western Japan (panel a), the main characteristics of the
reservoir with the decision variables adopted in this study (panel b). Symbols are defined
in Section 3.2.
Figure 2: The hierarchy of sectors and objectives of Tono dam management problem.
The grey-shaded objectives are accounted for in the 5-objective formulation presented in
Castelletti et al. (2013b).
Figure 3: Schematization of the optimization and simulation procedure. The black line is
the optimization workflow, the dashed line is the evaluation via simulation of the optimal
operating policies.
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Figure 4: Explained variance as a function of the number of principal components extracted
via NPCA (red bars) and PCA (blue bars).
Figure 5: Graphical comparison between the approximated Pareto fronts obtained by
employing five components (red cones) or five selected objectives (grey cones). JAlgae,
JTemp1 and JLev (in logarithmic scale) are plotted on the primary axes, with the black
arrows indicating the directions of increasing preference. The orientation of the cones
accounts for JSed, with the best solutions represented by upward cones. The dimension
of the cones is proportional to JIrr1, with the best solutions identified by small cones.
Figure 6: Graphical comparison between the approximated Pareto fronts obtained by
employing five components (red points) or five selected objectives (grey points) projected
in the plane JAlgae, JLev (panel (a)) and JAlgae, JTemp1 (panel (b)).
Figure 7: Graphical comparison between the approximated Pareto fronts obtained by
employing five components (red cones) or five selected objectives (grey cones). JIrr3,
JIrr4 and JTemp2 are plotted on the primary axes, with the black arrows identifying the
directions of increasing preference. The orientation of the cones represents JIrr5, with the
best solutions represented by downward cones. The dimension of the cones is proportional
to JIrr2, with the best solutions identified by small cones.
Figure 8: Graphical comparison between the approximated Pareto fronts obtained by
employing five components (red points) or five selected objectives (grey points) projected
in the plane JIrr3, JIrr4 (panel (a)) and JIrr3, JTemp2 (panel (b)).
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Figure 9: Graphical comparison between the approximated Pareto fronts obtained with the
NPCA-based and the selection-based approaches. For illustration purposes the objectives
are standardized (zero mean and unit standard deviation) and each axis is oriented so that
the direction of preference is always downward. The five objectives in bold are accounted
for in the 5-objective formulation presented in Castelletti et al. (2013b).
Figure 10: Comparison of the average daily value of the immediate costs obtained with
the selection-based (grey line) and NPCA-based (red line) compromise alternatives.
Figure 11: Performance of the selection-based (grey bars) and NPCA-based (red bars)
approaches in terms of generational distances, additive ε-indicator and hypervolume indi-
cator.
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